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Abstract—Developing data-driven applications requires developers and service providers to orchestrate data-to-discovery pipelines across distributed data sources and computing units. Realizing such pipelines poses two major challenges: programming analytics that react at runtime to unforeseen events, and adaptation of the resources and computing paths between the edge and the cloud. While these concerns are interdependent, they must be separated during the design process of the application and the deployment operations of the infrastructure. This work proposes a system stack for the adaptation of distributed analytics across the computing continuum. We implemented this software stack to evaluate its ability to continually balance the computation or data movement’s cost with the value of operations to the application objectives. Using a disaster response application, we observe that the system can select appropriate configurations while managing trade-offs between user-defined constraints, quality of results, and resource utilization. The evaluation shows that our model is able to adapt to variations in the data input size, bandwidth, and CPU capacities with minimal deadline violations (close to 10%). This constitutes encouraging results to benefit and facilitate the creation of ad-hoc computing paths for urgent science and time-critical decision-making.

Index Terms—Cloud computing, Edge computing, Computing Continuum, Decision Model

I. INTRODUCTION

Urgent science refers to a class of time-critical scientific applications that leverage distributed data sources to facilitate important decision-making in a timely manner. Examples of urgent science span various domains ranging from applications that aim to improve quality of life, monitor civil infrastructures, respond to natural disasters and extreme events, and accelerate science. The exponential growth of available digital data sources coupled with pervasive access to nontrivial computing capabilities and the availability of sophisticated data analytics has the potential to enable end-to-end workflows that combine these elements to the model, manage, control, adapt and optimize sub-systems of interest.

However, while our capacity for collecting data is expanding dramatically, our ability to manage, manipulate, and analyze this data, transform it into knowledge and understanding, and integrate it with practice has not kept pace. For example, most popular data analytics solutions, including those based on AI/ML, are cloud-based and require transporting data from often distant edge devices to a central location for processing. This limits the amount of data that we can process and our ability to analyze and transform this data into knowledge in a timely manner.

Moving away from traditional centralized Cloud models, the use of resources between the Edge and Core of the infrastructure allows distribution of analytics while preserving low latency, high availability, and privacy. This aggregation of heterogeneous resources along the data path from the Edge to the Cloud also referred to as the Edge-to-Cloud Continuum, or the Computing Continuum [1], [2], can be harnessed to support urgent analytics. For instance, in the case of ML-based analytics, data inference can be executed on the Edge in real-time, and only relevant or pre-processed data is forwarded to the Cloud. Furthermore, intermediate results can be aggregated from multiple Edge devices (i.e., in the Fog), allowing fast decision-making based on location or on utility functions.

Realizing this vision of the computing continuum for urgent science poses challenges associated with the variability of the computational environment and the ability to ensure end-to-end guarantees for the applications. This extreme heterogeneity, in the capabilities and capacities of systems and services, is furthered coupled with extreme uncertainty arising from variabilities in the availability and quality of data, resources, and services. Addressing this heterogeneity requires application formulations and programming abstractions that allow developers to expose natural flexibilities and tradeoffs, and define policies and mechanisms that can drive runtime adaptations. The timeliness of urgent decisions also makes providing end-to-end guarantees critical and challenging.

To leverage the computing continuum for data-driven workflows, we propose a system stack for modeling and deploying data-driven applications that react to events happening at runtime. The objectives of this model are 1) to facilitate the implementations of policies that ensure performance guarantees at runtime and, 2) to deploy them with simplicity atop the Edge-to-Cloud Continuum.

To enable this approach, we evaluate a set of adaptation policies (e.g., cloud-only, edge-only, hybrid, resource utilization maximization, hard deadline), which aim to describe the reactions of the application and to make more explicit the user expectations and constraints in terms of response time, solution quality, etc. according to what is currently available in a dynamic computation and communication environment. These policies further drive the reconfiguration of applications, resources, and services, including, for example, provisioning new resources and services, adapting scheduling strategies, selecting appropriate systems services, and/or adjusting ap-
The contributions of this paper are:

- an implementation of a unified framework for continuum computing built on our prior research [2] – (Section III);
- an experimental validation of a disaster recovery workflow under different policies on an Edge-to-Cloud infrastructure emulated atop the Grid’5000 large-scale experimental testbed (Sections IV and V);

II. MOTIVATION

In this section, we introduce the concept of urgent science and the earthquake early warning use case that motivated this work. We then discuss the challenges associated with executing distributed analytics on the Edge-to-Cloud Continuum.

A. Urgent Science

As available data increases in scale, heterogeneity, and richness, data-driven urgent workflows are enabling new and transformative applications across many disciplines. These workflows aim to process machine-generated data in a timely manner to identify context-sensitive features and events and produce critical insights. For example, emerging urban mobility applications rely on traffic sensors’ processing large amounts of traffic data in real-time to identify and alleviate traffic congestion. Similarly, autonomous cars using sensors such as LiDAR and cameras are expected to gather and process, in a timely manner, many TB’s of data per day [3]. Many of these workflows involve complex models that are based on the efficient and time-constrained fusion of data from different domains.

Urgent science workflows present additional requirements and constraints due to the nature and distribution of the data, the complexity of the models involved, the stringent error thresholds, and the strict time constraints. The execution of these workflows has to balance the need for a large amount of computational power to reduce errors while ensuring the timely processing and assimilation of essential data streams [4], [5].

B. Earthquake Early Warning

Earthquakes are amongst the most destructive natural disasters. Networks of distributed seismic instruments on various scales are used for earthquake detection. Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) systems provide earthquake alerts before the shaking damage of a seismic event reaches sensitive areas, giving governments and communities a time window of seconds to minutes to take protective actions.

EEW can be described as a classification problem in which high-frequency seismic data streams from multiple sensors are processed to infer classes indicating the magnitude of the seismic event in a timely manner. Traditionally, EEW is executed in a fully centralized fashion with data from sensors being sent to Clouds.

At present, there are EEW systems operational in several countries [6]. The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) began operating a system in 2007 that consists of over 4,000 contributing stations, with a typical station interval of about 20 km, and performed efficiently when an earthquake hit Japan in 2011 [7]. Mexico implemented a seismic alert system in 1991, allowing for a warning time of 58 to 74 seconds [8]. Notable related efforts include novel algorithms recently developed to locate earthquakes and to calculate their magnitudes using P- and S-wave energy [9]. Recently, ShakeAlert proposed to detect and disseminate EEW alerts using smartphones, relying on the fact that they have become ubiquitous to the public [10], [11].

In a previous work [12], we proposed moving part of the sensor data processing towards the Edge to speed up detection while further enhancing network usage reduction, fault tolerance, and idle machines usage. The Distributed Multi-Sensor Earthquake Early Warning (DMSEEW) is a two-step ensemble method for earthquake detection. DMSEEW takes sensor-level class predictions (normal activity, medium earthquake, or large earthquake) based on the data gathered by each sensor, aggregates them using a bag-of-words representation, and uses it to predict the final earthquake category. A high-level illustration of DMSEEW is presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: An illustration of the Distributed Multi-Sensor Earthquake Early Warning use-case (DMSEEW) [12]. Seismic sensors located in the Edge send measurements to gateways in the network which pre-process the data. Those pre-processed data are sent to cloud servers which complete the data processing and eventually broadcast earthquake alerts.

C. Leveraging the Computing Continuum

The Computing Continuum represents a fluid integration of the computational, storage, and network resources located at the edges, in the cloud, and in-between [1]. The data is generated at the edges by sensors, scientific instruments, and personal devices. Edge devices are usually limited in computational power and storage; their principal function is to collect data and transmit them for analysis. In-transit nodes are then in charge of performing aggregation, filtering, or preprocessing along the data path. Finally, far from the data, the cloud provides the abstraction of unlimited resources in well-provisioned datacenters.

Traditional solutions focus on one particular dimension at a time. Hence, most of the solutions are built on the
premise that data ingestion, management, and processing can be done in the cloud, without the use of edge and in-transit tiers. Several edge-based middleware solutions exist in the literature; however, they often lack a uniform programming model framework for resource management, data processing, and application servicing between edge and cloud [13], [14]. Choosing where to execute a function in a heterogeneous and distributed system depends on a large number of factors ranging from the performance of a given implementation on a given resource to the variability of the data input size, network links, and computing resources. Figure 2 shows the difference between an “all-cloud” or “all-edge” placement of the workflows for the dataset used in our evaluation (see Section IV). Beyond the gap in performance due to the different capacities of the resources, this result assumes that resources are available at full capacity during the lifecycle of the application, which rarely occurs in practice. This motivates the need for adaptive policies that dynamically (and opportunistically) use a combination of available resources between the edge and the cloud to provide performance guarantees and reactions to unforeseen events.

**Fig. 2: Processing time for the disaster response dataset (800 images) using either 8-core Cloud or single core Edge resources.**

**D. Challenges**

Leveraging the computing continuum to support distributed analytics and urgent workflows effectively leads to multiple challenges.

**Extreme heterogeneity and uncertainty.** The continuum represents extreme heterogeneity in the capabilities and capacities of systems and services. Addressing this heterogeneity requires application formulations and programming abstractions that allow developers to expose natural flexibilities and tradeoffs and define policies and mechanisms that can drive runtime adaptions.

**Balancing requirements and expectations with constraints and cost.** Mapping user expectations and constraints in terms of response time, solution quality, data resolution, cost, energy, etc. with what is possible in a dynamic computation and communication environment during execution warrants the design of an autonomic control plane. Such a control plan must be able to address cost/benefit tradeoffs at runtime in a cross-layer manner and drive the autonomic reconfiguration of applications, resources, and services.

**Ensuring time-critical decision making.** While the seamless and ephemeral composition of data, resources and services towards enabling novel and impactful application is compelling, it also makes providing end-to-end guarantees critical and challenging.

III. **System Stack**

In this section, we briefly describe our unified framework for continuum computing designed to enable data-driven workflows. The framework provides the essential capabilities and services that are necessary for executing workflows on an infrastructure that integrates resources across the continuum. These services include resource discovery, mapping of computations to resources, and runtime management and control. Furthermore, at the application level, the framework enables developers to express requirements and constraints associated with stages of the workflow. Prior work on this framework has been presented in [2].

An overview of the framework architecture is presented in Figure 3 and is described below. This architecture targets end-to-end applications that are implemented as a workflow of services spanning data producers located at the edges, in-network resources, and data consumers. An application consists of a workflow of services (represented as different shapes) that match user expectations and quality tradeoffs with their available service implementation (represented as different sizes). It is beneficial for the application logic to exploit the available configurations of the infrastructure and influence the operator placement and service configurations. For example, if all applications use only core services, congestion and load balancing issues may affect the overall performance of the system.

The framework allows for the separation of concerns between the domain scientists (familiar with the applications) and the DevOps (familiar with the platforms). By describing the flexibilities and constraints of the applications (particularly the reaction to adopt with regards to the relative state of resources), the domain scientist allows for operations of deployment and reconfiguration that considers variables of latency, quality of service, and throughput during the lifecycle of an application.

A. **Building blocks**

**R-Pulsar** is an edge-based middleware for enabling data-driven workflows that span edge and cloud resources. It proposes an event-driven programming model based on control-flow constructs to facilitate the definition of data-processing
The Virtual Data Collaboratory (VDC) is a data-intensive cyberinfrastructure focused on providing large-scale federated data management, analysis resources, and tools for scientific applications [16]. VDC leverages regional data transfer nodes (DTNs) and federated data resources to support data services and enable collaborative data-intensive workflows. In the context of this work, VDC exposes data producers and containerized agents for virtual and physical resources.

CometCloud enables the dynamic composition of infrastructure services across multiple (academic and commercial) providers. It enables on-demand scale-up, scale-down, and scale-out based on dynamic deadline-, budget-, and workload-based constraints in a multi-cloud environment [17], [18].

IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

To illustrate the performance and reactivity of our system stack, we used it to enable a comparative analysis of the five adaptative policies using scenarios associated with the variability of resources across the Computing Continuum. The goal of this evaluation is to show that: a) Our framework can provide programming support and resource management for data-driven workflows in real environments b) Our framework is able to identify trade-offs between the quality and cost of computations c) Our framework reacts to the variability of the environments and allows for the execution of flexible user-defined policies.

A. Implementation aspects

a) Experimental platform: In order to deploy the different components of the framework and run the experiments on top of Grid’5000 [19], we rely on EnosLib [20], a library able to set up the environment, deploy configurations and gather metrics and results. This library was designed for experiment-driven research and facilitates the repeatability of the experiments so that comparison between the different policies remains fair.

B. Baselines

The default Cloud and Edge policies, acting as baselines in our system, are further denoted as Cloud-only and Edge-only and will be compared to three different policies: Continuum, Dynamic, Deadline. They are all defined using our framework but differ in their objective functions.
TABLE I: Probability distributions of the data input size, bandwidth and CPU capacity values during the execution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Data Input size</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>CPU capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

a) Continuum: This policy maximizes the utilization of edge resources, network links, and cloud resources.

b) Dynamic: The objective of this policy is to maximize the utilization of resources while using approximation mechanisms to render products within acceptable ranges of accuracy.

c) Deadline: The objective of this policy is to enforce an arbitrary deadline. It allows for approximations mechanisms, sampling techniques, and allows for discarding of data when necessary.

We compare the performance of the five policies in four different setups. Each setup represents a different environment in terms of the variability of the data input size, the available bandwidth between the edge and core, and the available processor capacity at the edge, as presented in Table I.

d) Constant environment: This environment models a fixed input size, where the images are the biggest available in the dataset (33.8 MB). Data transfers and processing operations at their maximum capacity.

e) Variability in the data input size: This environment models the variation in data input size that occurs at runtime. We use a normal distribution with expectations of [33, 3.3, 1] representing 3 different size factors of the data, and a standard deviation of 0.5.

f) Variability in the data input size and available bandwidth: This environment models two variations: the input size as described below, and the available bandwidth. We use a Chi-Squared distribution that results in a constrained bandwidth early in the experiments before slowly recovering towards the maximum bandwidth available.

g) Variability in the data input size, available bandwidth, and CPU capacity: This environment models the two variations described below and the sinusoidal distribution of the CPU capacity, oscillating between 30 and 70%. This aims at modeling the cyclic activity of an edge resource when periodically running the decision engine/processing events, and waiting for events.

C. Environment

We implemented the architecture described in Section III and deployed it on the nova cluster from the Grid’5000 experimental testbed. Among these nodes, we emulate one edge node with 1 core and one core node with 8 cores. The capacity of each type of node is described in Table II. The network connection between nodes of the same and different types have a delay and bandwidth as given in Table III. EnosLib enables, among others, the scripting of network emulation features that allows the specification of Edge-to-Cloud communication constraints (delay, loss, and bandwidth).

The Edge-to-Cloud network characteristics emulate a 4G mobile network configuration. We describe in Table III the values of bandwidth, minimum latency, and jitter of our network configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>RAM (GiB)</th>
<th>Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>500GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Resource capacity of Edge and Cloud nodes.

D. Performance Metrics

Each experiment gathers various metrics from the infrastructure. We introduce the used performance metrics.

The time to completion measures in minutes the time elapsed between the production of the first image of a given batch by the sensor and the processing of the data (raw file or summary) associated with the last image of the same batch in the cloud. This metric contains the processing time on each type of resource and the Edge-to-Cloud transfer time.

The compute time measures in minutes the time spent processing the images of a batch. It Is a sum of any processing occurring on any resource of the Continuum. It also contains the overhead associated with the decision-making process of the policies.

The data transfer time measures in minutes the time spent transferring data across the Continuum.

The data quality quantifies the variation of average system F1-score when using approximation mechanisms.

The acceptance rate quantifies the number of images that were processed in a given batch. This metric only applies to the deadline policy where data products can be discarded at the source to help enforce the user-defined deadline.

The following section presents the validation of our system stack and the performance of the different policies using a real workload (see Section 2).

E. Datasets

We use data from the Hurricane Sandy dataset, extracted from the office for coastal management 1. The goal of this application is to provide emergency services to quickly and efficiently determine whether building conditions are safe for evacuees to return after a natural disaster. First, the workflow captures LiDAR images of the affected zones using a drone, then it pre-processes the images to determine the appropriate response. Finally, if needed, a change analysis is performed using historical data pulled from the cloud.

We process the images using a customized implementation of the Canny edge detection algorithm. The Canny edge detector is an edge detection operator that uses a multi-stage algorithm to detect a wide range of edges in images [21]. The Canny edge detection algorithm can be broken down into 5 steps: Noise reduction; Gradient calculation; to detect the edge intensity and direction; Non-maximum suppression to thin out

1https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/hddata/lidar1_s/geod18/data/1436/
TABLE III: Edge-to-Cloud network configuration used for the evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Minimum latency</th>
<th>Jitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4G</td>
<td>15Mbps</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the edges; Double threshold to discard weak or non-relevant pixels, and edge Tracking to highlight strong pixels.

This generic workflow and synthetic dataset is representative of the Earthquake Early Warning motivating use case. However, we chose the Canny edge algorithm due to its ease to apply approximation through substitution (using simpler tasks) and discarding (not executing a subset or certain redundant tasks), which can be applied to different tasks (both at function and input parameters) [22]. This facilitates the reduction in quality of the different images and the deployment on constrained hardware thanks to the numerous implementations available.

F. Experimental setup

Each experiment of the evaluation consists of: (i) deploying the system stack and necessary infrastructure on top of Grid’5000, (ii) configuring the network, and the machines, (iii) deploying the application on that infrastructure, (iv) running the application for 30 batches of images, and (v) gathering logs and metric measurements. These steps are repeated for each of the five policies. Hence, in total, the evaluation consists of 20 experiments. Each experiment is run 10 times.

V. Evaluation Results

We first assess the performance of the policies in a constant environment. Then, we successively add variations in the data input size, bandwidth, and CPU capacities, highlighting the dynamicity that occurs at runtime across the computing continuum. Finally, we dissect the behavior of each policy in four different cases.

A. Constant Environment

We start by presenting the performance of Cloud-only and Edge-only, the bound policies that are used as a basis of comparison to the other policies throughout this section. The main characteristic of those scenarios is that placement of functions and data transfers are unchanged during the execution. Cloud-only and Edge-only will, respectively, always transfer then compute in the core or compute all data products at the edge and then send a summary of findings at the core. Due to that, the main performance bottleneck for these policies will be the CPU capacity at the edge, and the available bandwidth across the continuum, as observed in Figure 4. It is worth mentioning that the summary of findings only consists of the number of potentially damaged buildings. The size of the summary is voluntarily negligible compared to the transfer of an image, generating less data load on the network. All scenarios present a constant performance, in accordance with the lack of injected variability in the environment. Notice that the scale is different on the Cloud-only results: it takes close

Fig. 4: Time to completion resulting from processing 30 batches of images on each policy with a constant environment.

to 8 minutes for each batch, while the Edge-only policy needs close to 1.3 minutes to process a batch, both relying mainly on one type of resource. The Continuum policy balances the usage of data transfers and edge computations with a slightly higher completion time per batch. The clustered columns represent the time spent (in parallel) on each operation, independently of the location of resources. The dynamic policy presents an improvement of 40% compared to the Edge-only baseline. The repartition of operation is explained by the pre-processing of images to reduce their quality to the minimum acceptable level (i.e. 60%). Finally, the deadline policy is set with the hard constraint of 30 seconds to compute each batch of images. This forces the decision-making engine to, in order, use the minimum quality possible, and then, reduce the number of images processed in each batch. Many class of applications tolerate sampling or are tolerant to errors, but the interactions required to guarantee the proper functioning are out of the scope of this article. We implement this policy as a proof of concept to show the versatility of our decision-making engine and its ability to beat the user-defined deadlines in an edge environment. In our context, images are discarded strictly based on estimated computations and transfer times of a given batch.

B. Variable Environment

The second set of experiments introduces variability in the data input size, bandwidth, and CPU capacities. We show that the performance is directly affected by the environment and that our online decision-making engine is able to feed the policies with ongoing events to adapt the function placement and data quality to the objectives. The extent of that adaptation
scheme is further discussed using the results of the continuum, dynamic, and deadline policies.

![Charts](image)

Fig. 5: Time to completion resulting from processing 30 batches of images on each policy with a variable input data size.

1) Input Size: We illustrate the input data size scenario in Figure 5. The main observation from this set of charts is the overall average in performance which resembles the normal distribution of the input data size. We observe slight degradations in all scenarios due to the online processing of events (less than 5% on all experiments.) When dealing with smaller images, all policies have similar behavior and performance due to the overprovisioning of resources. As the size of images fluctuates, the continuum policy maintains a maximization of resource utilization by constantly adjusting the number of raw images to be sent in order to use the network links at capacity. The dynamic and deadline policies react well to the changes of data size, however, we observe two spikes for batches 11 and 12 for both policies. Particularly, on the deadline policy, we observe a spike on batch 11 while it does not happen on the next batches with similar or greater input size. Similar behavior is observed on batch 12, however, these appear to be outliers among the other data points. Overall, the system adjusts well when the environment presents frequent input size changes during the execution of the application.

2) Bandwidth capacity: We illustrate the bandwidth capacity scenario in Figure 6. This scenario cumulates the input data size and bandwidth variations, along with an external cyclic utilization of edge resources. This last scenario aims at modeling the variability and uncertainty of the Computing Continuum. This results in a higher number of events to manage, but also more complex decisions to apply for the policies. Overall, we observe a significant performance degradation for every policy. While Cloud-only performance remains unchanged due to no use of edge resources, Edge-only, and Dynamic observe more than 200% of performance degradation. However, we can observe that the Dynamic policies adjust quickly to the periodic variations of the CPU. The deadline policy remains able to enforce the user-defined deadline (5 violations of deadline between with a maximum of 10.4%) with an acceptance rate comprised between 47.27% and 53.21%.

![Charts](image)

Fig. 6: Time to completion for processing 800 images on each policy with variable input data size and bandwidth capacity.

3) CPU capacity: We illustrate the CPU capacity scenario in Figure 7. This scenario cumulates the input data size and bandwidth variations, along with an external cyclic utilization of edge resources. This last scenario aims at modeling the variability and uncertainty of the Computing Continuum. This results in a higher number of events to manage, but also more complex decisions to apply for the policies. Overall, we observe a significant performance degradation for every policy. While Cloud-only performance remains unchanged due to no use of edge resources, Edge-only, and Dynamic observe more than 200% of performance degradation. However, we can observe that the Dynamic policies adjust quickly to the periodic variations of the CPU. The deadline policy remains able to enforce the user-defined deadline (5 violations of deadline between with a maximum of 10.4%) with an acceptance rate comprised between 47.27% and 53.21%.
In Figure 8, we plot the performance associated to each experiments using a violin/box-plot representation. One can notice the consistency of the deadline policy among highly variable environments. On the other hand, there is a vast distribution of points in the Cloud-only policies, only confirming that the Cloud alone can not provide guarantees of performance or deadlines under a high variability of resources. These results help us clarify the role of the programming support to implement resources during design, and the resource management to cope with variability at runtime. Despite using a sequential approach to manage events within time windows, our system stack enables the execution and adaptation of the application under a high variability of events.

C. Discussion

We can extrapolate some insights and takeaways from this evaluation to the Earthquake Early Warning use case. The main takeaway from the performance evaluation of these five policies is the importance of the synergy between workloads, applications, and infrastructures. Another important insight refers to the difference between Deadline and Dynamic scenarios. If the application can tolerate the observed acceptance rates, Edge can be an interesting option in particular for scenarios where the network is very constrained such as in the 2G and 3G network infrastructures, or under intermittent connectivity. It is important to highlight that, as real-time is an essential constraint for EEW systems, in this work, we focus on the latency of the applications for justifying the proposed Continuum computing approach. Nevertheless, as discussed in other works, relying on the computing continuum may also add features such as resilience, privacy, or network cost reductions.

VI. RELATED WORK

The Computing Continuum aggregates the architectural and algorithmic challenges of its subcomponents while presenting new challenges related to their integration and overall management [1], [2]. As data analytics based on AI/ML techniques are becoming an increasingly important component of data-driven application workflows, several studies have identified model optimization and ML inference as the main vectors driving the use of resources at the edge [23], [24]. Furthermore, execution mechanisms that leverage data parallelism (partitioning data among units) and model parallelism (distributing the intelligence among units) have proven effective for processing data streams [25], [26].

a) Edge-enhanced architectures and system: While many edge-based stream analytics systems focus on dead-line driven processing [27], bandwidth-limited scheduling [28], [29] and real-time processing [30], [31], major stream processing frameworks rely on data being moved to the cloud and are often agnostic to the specific requirements of devices [32]. Collaborative approaches for inference leverage hybrid edge-to-cloud infrastructures based on constraints such as the size of input data, the model to be executed, and trade-offs between the inference accuracy and network latency and bandwidth [33], [34]. Other graph-based approaches track pipelines and map them to geographically distributed analytic engines ranging from small edge-based engines to powerful multi-node cloud-based engines [35], [36]. Finally, distributed deep learning has motivated the use of computing hierarchies by splitting neural network [37] or using sparse updates [38].
to aggressively reduce communication costs. However, these works are either not resilient/sensitive to topology changes [39] or rely on unsuitable resource management features for service delivery [40].

b) Resource management: Current resource management systems for automating deployment, scaling, and management of applications are not equipped to support the extreme uncertainty arising from variability in the availability and quality of data, resources, and services [37]. Several initiatives exist in the literature to manage massively distributed resources [41], [42], [43], but they either operate edge infrastructures as data center environments with WAN links or consist in deploying hierarchical managers [44].

c) Meeting System Level Objectives (SLOs): Recent work in Function-as-a-Service research have investigated function placement and optimization in heterogeneous computing environment. Kumar and al. propose Delta, a high-level scheduler able to profile function performance using predictive models [45]. Their approach present significant potential for executing complex tradeoffs under different connectivity and computational capabilities. Other works aims at maximizing utilization of serverless functions by regulating the resource usage of executions when task load increases [46] or using historical data to predict whether a task will meet its objectives [47]. While these works deal with aspects of efficient function scheduling in heterogeneous environments, their focus is not on managing user expectations.

Our work attempts at articulating the extreme heterogeneity and uncertainty of resources with the requirements and constraints of data-driven applications. Prior works are either application-specific and lack abstractions for expressing objectives for time-critical operations or focused on a single environment. The proposed work for programming flexible analytics aims for a general approach with few assumptions on the data and resources capabilities.

VII. CONCLUSION

Our society relies intensively on digital technologies for decision-making that impact our economy, culture, and lifestyle in several domains. The computational ecosystem that supports these analytics has become highly heterogeneous and geographically distributed, bringing significant challenges associated with the complexity and sustainability of distributed analytics.

In spite of these important advancements, there is still a critical gap in the knowledge base that pertains to the loosely coupled solutions that are enabling developers to express what data and services to run, where to run them, and how to run them across the Computing Continuum. These limitations prevent developers from reasoning on massively distributed resource capabilities without prior or advanced knowledge of the targeted infrastructure dynamics.

In this paper, we present a framework for deploying and evaluating policies between edge and cloud resources. We show that our approach is able to cope with the variability of the Computing Continuum, and adapt the configuration of flexible data flows, allowing their customization to fit the computing resources’ capabilities, dynamic application requirements, and desired quality and performance objectives.

This model can be extended to other applications in which adaptation levers and flexibilities exist, and presents encouraging results for tackling distributed data-driven analytics across the continuum. We are now working on a probabilistic approach of the decision-making model that could compensate for missing or incomplete data at runtime. Also, we are looking at the integration of logging and metrics management into our rule-based engine for more diverse adaptation policies.
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